WEEK 11: Animal Trivia

- Interjection, Colon, Hyphen (Single-Thought Adjectives), Apostrophe

  Aha here's a little known fact starfish breathe through their feet.

- Parallelism, Using the Right Word, End Punctuation

  Does a cricket sing with it's wings and can here with it's legs.

- Subject-Verb Agreement, Numbers, Spelling

  Neither my intelligent brother nor his brainy friends knows that birds have 3 eyelids on each eye.

- Apostrophe (Possessives), Parentheses, Numbers

  A cat's grace comes from its having 250 bones in its body twenty in its tail alone.

- Numbers, Pronoun-Antecedent Agreement, Subject-Verb Agreement, Comma (Between Independent Clauses)

  Cats may have 9 lives but it has only four rows of whiskers.